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ABSTRACT
Subjects learned and answered questions about four-

or six-term linear orderings (e.g., Tom is taller than Dick, who is
taller than Sam, mho is taller than Pete). Such an ordering is
comprised of some adjacent pairwise relations that are necessary to
the establishment of the ordering (e.g., Tom is taller than Dick,
Dick is taller than Sam), and some remote relations that are
deducible (e.g., Tom is taller than Sam). Except for unusually fast
responses to test sentences beginning with an end term, reaction time
was a monotonic decreasing function of remoteness; the more remote
the shorter the reaction time. This result contradicts several
current models of how meaningful information is stored. First, it
contranicts any model which argues that subjects do not store
deducible information. Information pertaining to the deducible remote
pairs is stored along with the information that was actually
presented. Second, it contradicts any model which describes the form
of the stored information in terms of inter-item associations. A
model which can account for the result is presented. (Author)
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Most current acc'unts of how meaningful material is encoded
and stored assume that the individual sentences in the text are
combined both with each other and with Ss' generalized knowledge
of the world to form an abstract representation of the general
idea underlying the passage. This assumption is necessary in
oruer to account for the now well-established finding that Ss
have considerable difficulty distinguishing between information
which was actually presented and information which had to be
inferred from the presented material (Bransford & Franks, 1972;
Bransford, Barclay, & Franks, 1972; Barclay 1973; Potts, 1973).

In an attempt to discover the nature of the abstract ideas

i* generated and stored by Ss in the process of reading text, Potts
(1972) presented Ss with a paragraph describing a linear order-
ing of four terms (e.g., Tom is taller than Dick; Dick is taller
than Sam; Sam is taller than Pete). Such an ordering (which
will be characterized as A > B > C > D) is comprised of six pair-

C:) wise relations. The three adjacent pairs (A > B, B > C, > D)
are necessary to the establishment of the ordering. The three

C:4) remote pairs (A > C, B > D4 A > D) are deducible from some sub-
set of the adjacent pairs. 4 After studying the oruering, Ss
were tested for their knowledge of all six pairs. Proportion
correct was higher and reaction time shorter on the remote pairs
than on the adjacent pairs. This was the case even when the re-
mote pairs were never presented and thus had to be deduced from
the adjacent pairs. This result contradicts several possible
explanations of how such information might be stored.

Some researchers have argued that when faced with a piece
of deducible information, Ss do not store it (e.g., Quillian,
1969). Instead, it is argued that Ss rely on the seemingly e-
ficient strategy of storing only the necessary information (in
this case, the adjacent pairs) and deducing the remaining infor-
mation whenever required to do so. A special case of this posi-
tion would be that Ss encode the information by forming associa-
tions between the adjacent elements of the ordering and deduce
the remote relltionships by associationistic chaining. Potts'
(1972) result clearly contradicts this general point of view.
If Ss stored only the adjacent pairs and deduced the remote pairs
when tested, then proportion correct on a remote pair could not
possibly be higher than proportion correct on any of the adjacent
pairs necessary to deduce it. Similarly, in order to respond to
a remote pair, Ss would have to retrieve all the relevant adjacent
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pairs and then draw the inference. Hence, reaction time to a
remote pair would have to be longer than reaction time to any
adjacent pa'_r necessary to deduce it. It is obvious that Ss in
Potts' experiment must have stored information about the de-
ducible remote pairs along with information about the adjacent
pairs.

Several researchers have come to accept the position that
Ss do indeed store deducible information (e.a., Rumelhart, Lindsay,
& Norman, 19727 Anderson & Bower, 1973). Though these models are
similar in terms of the form in which deducible information is
stored, the model of human associative memory proposed by Anderson
and Bower (1973) is more explicit than most and will be singled
out for closer examination. This model describes the encoding of
ordered relationships in terms of an associationistic chain with
remote associatiDns, much like the description proposed by
Ebbinghaus (18857 as reported in Young, 1968). Such a model has
the same strengths and weaknesses as any model which argues that
Ss deduce the remote pairs while studying the text and store
these pairs along with the adjacent pairs that were actually
presented. Since Ss can be correct on a remote pair by either
remembering that pair or by remembering some set of other pairs
necessary to deduce it, such a model can account for the fact
that proporti, 1 correct on the remote pairs is better than pro-
portion cot-rec.,: on the adjacent pairs.

Though the model can accc,Int for the high proportion correct
on the remote pairs, it cannot account for the fast reaction time
to those pairs. It must be assumed that some Ss will have re-
sponded correctly to d remote pair because they remembered that
pair while others will have responded correctly because they
correctly deeu I it. When Ss rememer the remote pair, reaction
time to the pa_ should be comparable to reaction time to an adja-
cent pair since both need only to be retrieved from memory in
order to answer the question (act ally, since Anderson and Bower
concur with Ebbinghaus in assuming that the more remote an asso-
ciation, the weaker it is, reaction time even in this case should
still be somewhat longer on the remote pater). When Ss are forced
to deduce the remote pair, on the other hand, reaction time should
be very slow. Hence, the model must predict that overall reaction
time to the remote pairs should be longer than overall reaction
time to the adjacent pairs. This model is therefore contradicted
by Potts' (1972) result.

The present series of experiments was designed to verify
Potts' (1972) results and to develop a model of how Ss do indeed
store and retrieve information about ordered relationships.

Experiment 1

Potts' original experiment was performed using only two
different linear orderings. and proportion correct was sufficiently
low that one might question the interpretation of the reaction
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time scores. Experiment 1 was designed to provide a replication
of Potts' experiment which was not susceptible to these criticisms.

Method

Subjects. Subjects were 10 Dartmouth undergraduates who
participated to fulfill a course requirement. Each participated
in two 4C-mn sessions with one day intervening between the two
sessions.

Mater' ls. T," terials consisted ,..)f a set of 20 paragraphs,
each describin( )11r-term linear ordering (A > B > C > D).
All terms were _Allmon one-syllable nouns of three to six letters,
and no two terms of any one relation It.'egan with the same letter.
The comps ative adjectiv-s used in eacn paragraph were chosen
from the __Lnguisticall_ marked set: better, more, deeper,
thicker, taller, higher, _aster, and 1pnger. Each ordering was
described by presenting the three adjacent pairs comprising that
ordering (A > P C > D). The o.der of presentation of
these pairs was va.ld. In four paragraphs the pairs were ordered
C > D, A > B, B > in four paragraph they were ordered B > C,
A > C > In the theB, D.
A > 3, B > C,

remaining paragraphs pairs were ordered
C > D. A sample paragraph is given in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

A set of 12 test sentences (six true and six false) was
used to test Ss' knowledge of the information in each paragraph.
The six true test sentences consisted of a statement of the six
pairs (three adjacent and three remote) comprising the ordering.
The remote pairs (A > C, B > D, and A > D), it will be remembered,
were never actually presented and thus had to be deduced from the
adjacent pairs. For each true test sentence (e.g., A > B?),
there was a corresponding false sentence comprised of the same
two terms in reverse order (e.g., B > A?). All test sentences
employed the linguistically unmarked form of the comparative ad-
jectives. The test sentences were listed on a computer printout
for presentation. The order of presentation of the sentences
was randomized for each paragraph and for each S.

Procedure. After having heard the initial instructions, Ss
were given a sheet of paper on which the first paragraph was
typed. They were allowed as much time as they desired to study
the paragraph and were given a paper and pencil which they could
use to take notes. When S indicated he was ready, the paragraph
and notes were taken away, and he began responding to the first
set of questions.
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The stimulus sentences were presented to each S one at a
time by use of the paper-advance mechanism from a high-speed
printer. Subjects responded by pushing one of two microswitch
buttons on a response box in front of them: the button marked
"true" if they felt the sentence was true, the button marked
"false" if they felt the sentence was false. A Lafayette Model
54517 millisecond reaction-time clock was started simultaneously
with the presentation of a test sentence and was stopped auto-
matically when one of the response buttons was pressed. After
responding to a test sentence, Ss' response and reaction time
were recorded manually by E. The next test sentence was then
presented. This procedure was repeated until all 12 test sen-
tences pertaining to the first paragraph had been presented.
After responding to these 12 test sentences, the second para-
graph was presented for Ss to study.

Subjects learned 10 of the paragraphs during the first
session and the remaining 10 during the second. The first para-
gl:aph in each session was treated as a warm-up and was not scored.
Subjects were instructed to respond to each test sentence as
fast as possible but not to sacrifice accuracy. The importance
of not making errors was stressed. To reduce the error variance
of the reaction times, Ss were instructed to position their hands
so that their left thumb rested on the left response button and
their right thumb rested on the right response button. For each
S, the labeling of the buttons was reversed in the two sessions.
For approximately half the Ss, the buttons were labeled true-
false during the first session and false-true during the second.
For the remaining Ss, the buttons were labeled false-true during
the first and true-false during the second session. Subjects
were alerted to the shift in button position prior to partici-
pating in the second session.

Results

Overall proportion correLc was .95. In fact, only two of
the 10 Ss had an overall proportion correct under .95. These
two Ss scored .83 and .90, respectively. If the scores of these
two low performers are deleted, overall proportion correct is
raised to .97. Hence, the level of performance was very high.

The reaction time profile for the 12 test questions averaged
over Ss and paragraphs is presented in Figure 1. This profile,

Insert Figure 1 about here

it can be seen, is very similar to those reported by Potts (1972).
Of special note is the obvious interaction between the specific
pair and the truth value of the test sentence. When tested using
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a type of pair x truth value repeated measures analysis of
variance, this interaction proved to be highly significant,
F(5,45) = 23.78, p < .001.

Overall reaction times to the adjacent and remote pairs
were 1.79 and 1.45 sec, respectively. Averaging over paragraphs,
this superiority on the remote pairs was demonstrated by all
10 Ss; averaging over Ss, this effect was observed for all 18
scored paragraphs. Hence, the results of Potts (1972) were
confirmed in that reaction time to the remote pairs, which had
to be deduced, was consistently shorter than reaction time to
the adjacent pairs, which were actually presented. This dif-
ference was, of course, highly significant by a sign test,
z = 2.85, p < .01.

Discussion

The present results confirm the results and conclusions of
Potts (1972). Since reaction time was faster on the remote pairs
than on the adjacent pairs, it is clear that Ss did not merely
store the adjacent pairs and deduce the remote pairs when tested.
Similarly, the construction of the four-term ordering could not
have been accomplished by merely establishing simple associative
links between the adjacent elements. Allowing for the possibility
of remote associations also fails to save this associative theory
for the reasons described earlier. Hence, the data contradict
Anderson and Bower's model of human associative memory. More
generally, the data contradict any model which describes the
nature of the stored information in terms of inter-item associations.

How, then, does one account for the short reaction time to
the remote pairs? One -lestion that arises immediately is whether
reaction time is a simp inverse function of the distance sepa-
rating the terms of the pair being tested (i.e., the larger the
distance, the shorter the reaction time). Such a distance model
makes a total of nine ordinal predictions for true sentences and
nine for false. According to such a model, reaction time to the
pair A > D should be shorter than reaction time to any of the
other five pairs; reaction time to the pair A > C should be shorter
than reaction time to either A > B or B > C7 and reaction time
to the pair B > D should be shorter than reaction time to either
B > C or C > D. All 18 ordinal predictions are satisfied by the
present data.

If distance were the only factor operating, however, one
would predict that the relative ease of responding to each of
the six pairs should be the same for true and false sentences.
Thus, the strong interaction between particular pair tested and
truth value of the test sentence contradicts a simple distance
model. In fact, this interaction is problematical for any model
which attempts to explain the reaction time profile solely in
terms of the form in which the information is stored. To account
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for this interaction, one must postulate a specific strategy
for retrieving the stored information. Such a model will now
he proposed.

A model for answering questions about ordered relationships

The present data can be accounted for by a model which
assumes that Ss can store two kinds of information about an
item. One kind consists of some measure of the magnitude or
position of the item with respect to the other items in the
ordering. If the item is an end term. Ss may also have stored
the informaticn that the item is first or last in the ordering.

Typically, in responding to a test sentence, S will examine
the first term in the test sentence and retrieve the information
he has stored about it. He will then do the same for the second
term in the te3t sentence, perform some comparison operation and,
on the basis of the results of that operation, /-2spord true or
fe.se. The time required to complete the comparison operation
is presumed to be inversely related to the distance separating
the two terms; the larger the distance, the shorter the reaction
time. If the first term in the test sentence is an end term
and S has stored the fact that it is first or last, however, he
can bypass both the retrieval of the information about the
second term and the comparison stage. If this first term in
the test sentence is A, he can respond immediately that the sen-
tence is truer if the first term is D, he can respond immedi-
ately that it is false.

The present model is similar to the one originally proposed
by Potts (1972), except that according to the original model an
end term could affect responding regardless of whether it was
the first or second term in the test sentence. According to the
present model, the end term must appear as the first term in the
test sentence in order to facilitate reaction time. If the end
term is the second term in the test sentence, then Ss must re-
trieve information about both terms just as when there are no
end terms, and the benefit of having an end term is lost. The
present model easily accounts for the interaction between speci-
fic pair tested and truth valve of the test sentence. Reaction
times to true sentences containing the term A are shorter than
reaction times to false sentences containing A because only in
a true sentence does the A appear as the first term (e.g.,
A > B?). Similarly, reaction times to false sentences containing
the term D are shorter than reaction times to true sentences con-
taining the term D because only in a false sentence does the D
appear as the first term (e.g., D > C?).

If S has successfully stored the fac'.: that the term A is
first, then reaction times to all test sentences having an A
as their first term should not only be short, but also identical.
This follows from the fact that if S realizes that the first
term in the test sentence is the first term in the ordering, he
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will respond "true" immediately, without bothering to process
the second term. The present data support this prediction in
that reaction times to the three test sentences beginning with
A are uniformly short.

If S has successfully stored the information that D is the
last term in the ordering, then reaction times to all three
test sentences beginning with D should also be uniformly short.
This was not the case. Though the three sentences beginning
with D are indeed next shortest, they are not all equal. A
distance effect _Ian be observed among these pairs in that reac-
tion time to the pair D > A? was noticeably shorter than reac-
tion time to D > B? or D > C?.

This discrepancy can be accounted for by hypothesizing
that though virtually all Ss store the information that A is
the first term in the ordering, only some Ss code the fact that
D is last. Those that do store this information will have uni-
formly short reaction times to sentences beginning with D7
those that do not will demonstrate the usual distance effect.

One way to test this hypothesis is by examing the reaction
time profiles of individual Ss. Unfortunately, Experiment 1
does not provide enough data on a single S to yield a definitive
answer. Experiment 2 was designed to do this.

Experiment 2

Method

Four Ss were employed in the present experiment. Each was
paid $12 for participating in six 40-min sessions. Subject MB
was a female freshman. at Dartmouth College. Subject RL was 21
years old, the wife of a student, and had completed three years
towards her bachelor's degree. Subject PG was a male sophomore
at Dartmouth College. Subject XZ was 21 years old, the wife of
a student, and had completed two years towards her bachelor's
degree.

The apparatus, materials, and procedure were identical to
those employed in Experiment 1 except for the modifications de-
scribed herein. After each response, that response and its re-
action time were manually recorded on the Dartmouth Time-Sharing
System via a teletype in the experimental room. Following each
sot of 12 sentences, the number of errors S had made was printed
out on the teletype, and E passed this information on to S.

The present experiment used the same 20 paragraphs employed
in Experiment 1. Subjects were given paragraphs 1-10 on the
first, third, and fifth sessions and paragraphs 11-20 on the
second, fourth, and sixth sessions. The order of presentation
of the test sentences was randomized for each session and for
each S. For two Ss, the buttons were labeled true-false during
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the first session; for the other two Ss, the buttons were labeled
false-true. The arrangement of the buttons was reversed for
each session. As before, the first paragraph in each session
was treatea as a warm-up and was not scored.

Results and Discussion

Overall proportions correct for Ss MB, RL, PG, and XZ were
.98, .91, 1.00, and .97, respectively. Reaction times to remote
pairs W3S shorter than reaction times to adjacent pairs for all
four Ss. Figure 2 presents the reaction time profile for each
of the four Ss.

Insert Figure 2 about here

As can be seen, the hypothesis was supported. For all four
Ss, reaction times vere shortest to sentences beginning with A.
Two Ss (MB and RL) demonstrated uniformly short reaction times
to sentences beginning with D. The remaining two Ss did not
show this effect.

Experiment 3

Except for test sentences beginning with an end term, the
present model contends that reaction time is an inverse function
of distance; the more remote the pair, the shorter the reaction
time. Though the present data satisfy the ordinal predictions
of a distance model quite well, one could question whether the
distance assumption was really necessary. Is it possible that
the presence or absence of end terms might be enough in and of
itself to account for the data? Potts (1972) argued that it
was, and described a strategy whereby Ss answered each test
question (except B > C? and C > B?) on the basis of the end terms
it contained. This model was altered here because of the ob-
vious successes of the distance assumption. With a four-term
ordering, however, the effects of distance are confounded with
the presence or absence of 9nd terms. hence, this issue cannot
be decided convincingly on the basis of the data presented so
far. The resolution of this question has important implications
for theories of semantic memory, for if the short reaction time
to the remote pairs can be explained merely by arguing that re-
mote pairs are more likely to contain an end term, then any of
these models could be altered fairly easily to account for this
effect.

Scholz and Potts (1974) examined the profile of accuracy
scores for the 15 pairs comprising a six-term ordering. They
concluded that both the distance separating the terms of a pair
and the presence or absence of enc.'. terms were critical factors
in determining proportion correct for that pair. Unfortunately,
the overall proportion correct in that study was very low, making
it impossible to interpret the reaction time data. As explained
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earlier, however, such reaction time data are critical if one
wishes to test the adequacy of a memory model (such as that of
Anderson and Bower, 1973) which allows that Ss do store deducible
information. Experiment 3 was designed to determine whether
reaction time remains an inverse function of distance when the
confounding with number of end terms is eliminated.

Method

Subjects were 24 Dartmouth College undergraduates who
participated to fulfill a course requirement. Each participated
in two 40-min sessions with one day intervening between sessions.

The study materials consisted of a set of 12 paragraphs,
each describing a single six-term linear ordering. The terms
of the ordering were subject to the same constraints employed
previously. The ordering was established by presenting the
five adjacent pairs in the chained order: A > B, B > C, C > D,
D > E, E > F. Subjects studied half of the paragraphs during
each session. As before, the first paragraph of each session
was treated as a warm-up and was not scored. Subjects were
given as much time as they desired to study each paragraph and
were then tested on the information contained in that paragraph.

The test macerials for each paragraph consisted of 30 sen-
tences (15 true and 15 false) describing all possible pair-wise
relations between the terms of the ordering. Responses and their
reaction times were again entered manually onto the Dartmouth
TimeSharing System, and after each block of 30 sentences Ss
were informed of the number of errors they had made. The arrange-
ment of the response buttons was again counterbalanced across
Ss, and the arrangement for a particular S was reversed for the
second session.

Results and Discussion

Overall proportion correct was .97. Overall reaction times
to the adjacent and remote pairs were 2.39 and 1.97 sec, respec-
tively. Averaging over paragraphs, this superiority on the re-
mote pairs was demonstrated by all 24 Ss; averaging over Ss, it
was found for all 10 scored paragraphs. To understand tha nature
of this effect, examine the reaction time profile presented in
Figure 3.

Insert Figure 3 about here

The importance of the end terms (A and F) was again apparent.
Reaction times were uniform and fastest to the five test sen-
tences beginning with the first term in the ordering (A) and
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fairly fast to test sentences beginning with the last term in
the ordering (F). The familiar interaction between specific
pair tested and truth value of the test sentence was also appar-
ent. For the six pairs which contained no end term, reaction
time was approximately 240 msec shorter on true sentences than
on false sentences. Excluding the two test sentences which con-
tained both end terms (A > F? and F > A?), reaction times to
true sentences containing the term A were also shorter than
reaction times to false sentences containing the term A, but
the difference (660 msec) was much larger than for pairs com-
prised of inner terms. The effect was reversed in the case of
test sentences containing an F. Again excluding the two sen-
tences which contained both end terms, reaction times to true
test sentences containing the term F were longer than reaction
times to false sentences containing an F.

Though the effects of the end terms were readily apparent,
it is equally clear that this was not the only factor operating.
If the presence or absence of end terms were the only critical
factor, then one would expect to find that reaction times to
all pairs containing an end term were shorter than reaction
time to any pair not containing an end term. While this was
generally the case, there was a glaring exception in that re-
action time to sentences testing the remote inner pair B > E
(B > E? and E > B?) were noticeably shorter than reaction times
to several pairs containing an end term. Also, when all pairs
containing an end term were eliminated from the analysis, aver-
age reaction times to the remaining remote and adjacent pairs
were 2.38 and 2.67 sec, respectively. This superiority of the
remote pairs was demonstrated by 23 of the 24 Ss.

A simple distance hypothesis makes a total of 55 ordinal
predictions for a six-term ordering.3 Among the true sentences,
all but two of these predictions were satisfied. The only
violations were that reaction time to the sentence A > D? was
shorter than reaction time to the sentence A > E?, and that re-
action time to the sentence E > F? was shorter than reaction
time to the sentence D > F?. Similarly, among false sentences
all but one of the 55 predictions was satisfied. The only vio-
lation was that reaction time to the sentence B > A? was shorter
than reaction time to the sentence C > A?. Among the pairs con-
sisting of inner terms, no ordinal predictions were violated
for either true or false sentences.

General Discussion

The model proposed to account for the present data is
basically a distance model which argues that the more remote
a pair, the shorter the reaction time to that pair. This assump-
tion accounts for a large portion of the present data. The
observed interaction between specific pair tested and truth
value of the test sentence is problematical to such a model,
however. The data seem to indicate that this interaction is due
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to the tact that reaction times to test senterw,s beginning
with an end term are unusually short. Hence, reaction times
to true sentences which begin with the fist term in the order-
ing are shorter than reaction times to false sentences which
end with the first term in the ordering. Similarly, reaction
times to false sentences which begin with the last term in the
ordering are shorter than reaction times to true sentences
which end with the last ter,-. in the ordering.

As stated earlier, the basic finding that reaction time
is shorter to remot-1 pairs than to adjacent pairs is in direct
contradiction to several current models of how meaningful in-
formation is ''moored. Certainly any model, such as that of
Quillian (]T 9), which argues that Ss do not store deducible
information is totally incapable of accounting for this result.
HowevL, not even Anderson and Bower's model of human a,Jsocia-
ti memory, which does have a mechanism whereby Ss can store
..educible information, can account for this result. Its weak-
ness lies in its reliance on simple associative links between
items to describe the nature of stored information. For all
their complexity, most current models of semantic memory share
the same weaknes3 (e.g., Rumelhart, Lindsay, & Norman, 1972).

If the model originally proposed by Potts (1972) had been
correct in arguing that reaction time to the remote pairs re-
flected only Ss' use of the end terms as a strategy for respond-
ing, then any of these models could have been altered fairly
eaiily to account for this effect. However, the present results
indicate that reaction time to remote pairs is shorter than re-
action time to adjacent pairs even when all test sentences con-
taining an end term are eliminated from the analysis. This
poses more of a difficulty for these models. How much of a
difficulty depends on the natur-, of the comparison process
which leads to the obtained ir. _rse function between distance
and reaction time.

Moyer (1973) has shown that reaction time for determining
which of two animals is larger is a monotonic decreasing func-
tion of the difference in size between the animals; the larger
the size difference, the shorter the reaction time. In an at-
tempt to explain this finding, Moyer hypothesized the existence
of an "internal psychophysics". He argued that Ss stored in
memory actual perceptual representations of the sizes of various
animals and responded to the questions by performing actual
perceptual comparisons. The more jnd's of size separating the
two animals being compared, the faster the response. If Moyer's
hypothesis is correct and if a similar mechanism underlies the
distance effect in the present experiments, then the currently
popular associative models of memory could not account fox this
effect without introducing an entirely new set of principles.

There is an alternative explanation for the distance effect
which would be considerably easier to incorporate into current
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models, however, In attempting to learn the six-term orderings
of Experiment 3, Ss frequently reported learning the ordering in
two distinct parts. The reported that exactly where the order-
ing was broken varied with different paragraphs but that they
could respond considerably faster to a test sentence when the
two terms of that sentence belonged to different halves of the
ordering. If *hese intuitions are correct, then the distance
effect could be explained by noting that the more terms inter-
vening between two terms in a particular test sentence, the more
likely it will be that the two terms will belong to different
halves of the ordering. If the place at which an ordering is
broken is indeed variable, this would explain the obtained in-
verse relationship between reaction time and distance.

Such a model could be formalized in terms similar to Clark's
(1969) notion of the primacy of functional relations. For items
in the first half of the ordering, along with information as to
the exact magnitude or position of each item, Ss might also store
the information that the item was good (tall, fast, etc.).
For items in the second half of the ordering, Ss might store
the information that the item was bad (short, slow, etc.). If
the two items in a test sentence were from different halves of
the ordering, Ss would not need to compare actual magnitudes or
positions: they could respond by merely noting that one was good
and one was bad. Consequently, reaction times in these cases
would be shorter than when the two terms belonged to the same
half of the ordering.

The present experiments do not enable us to decide between
these two alternative explanations, so final resolution of the
issue must await further empirical -late,
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Footnotes

1. Portions of this paper were presented at the 1973 meetings
of the Psychonomic Society, St. Louis, Missouri.

2. It should be noted that the designation of cne end term of
the ordering as A and one as D is not arbitrary. When taking
notes, subjects are consistent in arranging the terms of the
ordering in such a way that the best, tallest, largest, etc.,
is on the top or left: This term is designated as A. The worst,
shortest, smallest, etc., term is consistently placed on the
bottom or right. This term is designated as D.

3. The ordinal predictions of a distance model can be formalized
as follows. Let the first (A) through kth terms in the ordering
be represented by the numbers one through k, respectively; let
D(ij) represent the spatial distance between the items i and
on the scale; and let RT(ij) represent the reaction time to a
pair consisting of the item: i and i. The basic prediction of
a distance model is that the PT(ii) are a monotonic decreasing
function of the D(11). In other words, for any i, 1, m, and n,
RT(ij) = RT(mn) if and only if D(ij) = D(mn), and RT(ij) < RT1-mn)
if and only if D(ij) > D(mn). If one examines the nature of a
linear scale, it becomes apparent that D(ij) > D(mn) whenever
i < m and j > n. (The only exception is the trivial case where
nctn i = = n, and this case can be ignored in the present
analysis.) Thus, a distance model would predict that RT(ij) <
RT(mn) whenever i < m and j > n.
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Table 1

Sample Paragraph Used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3

In art class, Sally showed her nature painting to the teacher.
Her teacher felt that certain parts of the picture were drawn
better than others. The teacher said her tree was better than
her grass, her sky was better than her bird, and her bird was
better than her tree. Upon hearing this, Sally decided to drop
art and major in psychology.
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